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Political Regimes and Their Changes

A Conceptual Framework

Since everything that has come into being must one day perish, even a system like ours will not endure for all time, but must suffer dissolu-
tion (Plato 1997: 262[546a])

Abstract
This paper elaborates a coherent conceptual framework – a necessary step prior to
the development of specific theories and the deduction of hypotheses. Based on pre-
vius work on regime changes, it identifies what should be regarded central, peripheral, and distinct regarding political regime and affiliated concepts and rejects several alternative perspectives.

The paper suggests how we can systematize our research on regime changes by distinguishing between different phases and outcomes. Institutional perspectives that focus on both formal and informal institutions and that addresses the complex connection between rules, behaviour and attitudes are found to be the most plausible. The regime definition based on this insight points out four defining principles – character of rulers, access to power, vertical power limitations, and horizontal power limitations. Moreover, the political-institutional perspective put forward enables researchers to draw systematic distinctions between three crucial dimensions (the rule dimension, the behaviour dimension, and the attitudinal dimension) as well as different phases (transition, installation, and operation) and outcomes of regime changes.

Political regimes and regime changes have been among the major research agendas in the disciplines of Political Theory and Comparative Politics ever since the beginning of the first systematic reflections on politics in ancient Greece. Plato was one of the first to address both of these connected issues at the same time. In Book VIII of ‘The Republic’, he presents a theory of continuous constitutional decline. An aristocratic rule – his well-known ideal of a rule by philosopher kings – will, sequentially, turn into timocracy, oligarchic rule, and democ-

racy, which will finally be replaced by despotism; the worst form of rule. Despite the originality of Plato’s reflections on the topic, their direct relevance to understanding the de-
velopment of political regimes of modern times (and probably ancient times as well) is rather limited. Fortunately, Plato is far from being the only one who has contributed with propositions about regimes and their changes. Especially the large number of regime changes and trend away from autocratic rule in the last 30 years, labelled the third wave of democratization (Huntington 1991), have initiated many contributions to this research field. But, then again, in the words of Gerardo Munck, “regime analysts have rarely stepped back and taken stock of the concepts that have framed their analysis” (1996: 1).

On this background, this paper seeks to contribute to the task of regime analysis by elaborating a conceptual synthesis based on preceding works on regimes and their changes and thereby providing a coherent framework facilitating a systematic organization of theoretical and empirical research. The clarification of concepts related to regime change and reflections on their internal relationship are necessary steps to be taken in the initial stages of research processes. With regard to studies on political regimes, scholars have to validate that their centre of attention in fact is the constitution of a political regime or aspects of it – and not another, although related, phenomenon. If they furthermore intend to capture transformational processes, they also have to make explicit how to distinguish between different types of developmental phases.

The present study will thus provide answers to two questions connected with this topic. The first question to be answered is: What is a political regime … and is not? A second question to be dealt with naturally becomes: How can we systematize our research on regime changes by distinguishing between different phases and outcomes? As the intention is to answer these questions, the paper begins by distinguishing between essentially different types of regime conceptualizations. In doing so, the advantages of institutional perspectives including both formal and informal institutions will be emphasized as well as the relevance of
focusing on both rules, behaviour, and attitudes when studying political regime development. On this background, the conceptual analysis proceeds to clarify other central concepts such as transition, installation, and operation connected to this topic.

**What is a Political Regime?**

Every piece of rational instruction upon any matter ought to begin with a definition, so that everyone understands what the subject of discussion is (Cicero 1991: 4[1.7])

The first research question outlined in the introduction unmistakably points out that one of the main purposes of this concept analysis is to set up a solid regime definition. Before I embark on this task, I want to make clear that the definition exclusively concerns political regimes. In other words, the purpose is to single out and accentuate distinct political aspects of regimes. This specification ensures, for example, that it will be more manageable to set up a systematic and focused regime classification based on a somewhat narrow definition. Moreover, it appears more appropriate to deal with social, cultural, economic and other aspects as causes or effects of the political regime type instead of as an integrated part of it (Karl 1990: 2; Linz 2000: 57-8; O'Donnell 1999: 304). If they were included in the definition, certain important and interesting research questions concerning the relationship between the political regime and other aspects of the political system and the overall society risk to be obscured, even though they are "just too interesting to be resolved by a definitional fiat" (Alvarez et al. 1996: 18).

In order to end up with a fundamental and useful definition, I follow Giovanni Sartori’s fourth guideline for concept analysis which states that, “In reconstructing a concept, first collect a representative set of definitions; second extract their characteristics; and third, construct matrixes that organize such characteristics meaningfully” (1984: 64). Hence, different
regime definitions – several with backgrounds in fundamentally distinct approaches – have been collected and, not very surprising, it turns out that empirical research is carried out on the background of essentially distinct regime concepts.

**Insufficient Perspectives**

One set of definitions primarily understands regimes as a ruling coalition or group, i.e., it primarily connects the concept with specific actors. The tendency to underestimate the significance of institutions in politics is most conspicuous in definitions with absolutely no references to institutions. This very much applies to Michael Mann’s definition of a political regime as “an alliance of dominant ideological, economic, and military power actors, coordinated by the rulers of the state” (1993: 18, my emphasis), and to Peter Calvert’s statement that regime is “the name usually given to a government or sequence of governments in which power remains essentially in the hands of the same social group” (cited in Pempel, 1998: 224[fn. 2], my emphasis). The accentuation of the actors in these definitions is so pronounced that the advocates of this perspective talk about regime strategies implying that the concept is deprived of any institutional content.

However, another variant of this perspective apparently holds a more balanced view on institutions as it introduces a distinction between actors and institutions in which both are part of the regime definitions. The advocates of this perspective, though, claim a one-to-one relationship between the dominant coalition/socio-economic alliance and the institutions (Pempel 1998: 20-1). Thus institutions are regarded as mere epiphenomena (cf. Riggs 1990: 235), that is, just as an expression of the actors’ fundamental power constellation instead of playing any independent role.

Against this view, Ruth and David Collier have forcefully argued that the regime should not be confused with the particular incumbents of higher state or governmental positions or
the political coalition supporting these persons (1991: 789). Nevertheless, this is exactly what this perspective does. Whether a political regime is exclusively defined in terms of actors, or institutions are just treated as epiphenomena, both variants are affected by significant flaws. First of all, it is problematic that this understanding of regimes tends to diffuse and neglect the possibility of coexistence between the same actor constellation and different sets of institutionalized rules (Cardoso 2001: 127). To illustrate this point, the view implies that governments succeeding each other under the same institutional arrangement in fact should be seen as representing identical interests. Even though this postulate is undoubtedly correct in some instances, it does not have to be so. As a result political activity will appear to be very static, which does not correspond with the political competition in some political systems (Lawson 1993: 185). This particularly applies to democracies where governments succeeding each other often represent different interests, even if no noteworthy shifts have occurred in the basic constellation of the socio-economic groups.

Moreover, this perspective is too reductionistic in that it is unsuited to analyse the game between actors and institutions. This means that the conceptual map is not able to shed light on a regime’s consolidation level or the extent to which it is accepted by significant political actors (see below). The same problem is present in connection with processes of installation – the setting up of a new regime type, in which different actors advance alternatives to the rules formerly structuring the political game – since the definitional battle on the formal and/or informal institutional arrangement is meaningless if institutions have no significant consequences. In this way, the narrow focus on dominant coalitions leads to an unfortunate limitation of the research agenda.

Yet another view regarding political regimes is promoted by researchers who do not put forward an explicit regime definition, but in its place contribute to the research on political
regimes by constructing quantitative indices of democracy. These researchers rank political systems on a continuum according to their democraticness. In the institutional view, democracy and other regime types are seen as object concepts (bounded wholes) in contrast to property concepts. If a concept is constructed as an object concept, it designates attributes gathered in a category (e.g., regime type), while a property concept designates a property (e.g., level of democracy) of particular phenomena (political systems), which can be more or less present (Sartori 1987: 182-5).

Both ways of conceptualizing are plausible (Collier & Adcock 1999), but a pure quantitative perspective is inflicted with some inopportune implications. First of all, certain interesting elements of the power constellations and actions of political actors cannot be illuminated properly if the political development is exclusively indicated by an index score. Secondly, the study of events requires definitions of boundaries in dichotomous terms because it is necessary to point out a temporal start and an end (Collier & Adcock 1999: 551). This is a rather central point in this context because each of the different regime phases (transition, installation, and operation – see below) are characterized by being demarcated by the respective end and beginning of the others.

A superficial use of indexes constructed on the basis of the data aggregation can also remove the focus from interesting trends on a disaggregated level (Collier & Adcock 1999: 553-4). It has, for example, been argued that it is possible to point out several major differences between particular regimes even though they are assigned similar index scores (Elklit 1993) due to the multidimensional character of the concept of democracy (and regime). Along these lines, most indexation attempts play down the problems linked with turning several dimensions into a single or perhaps two main dimensions (Munck & Verkuilen 2002: 22-7).
The division of regimes into types and subtypes gives another and, at times, more substantial information on a political regime than an index score, which can be of great analytical value because the causes and consequences of different regime types often diverge in significant ways. Furthermore, a simple indexation cannot capture a shift from one regime type to another and without any substantial changes in the level of political and civil freedoms, such indexation is not even able to note any change.

**Formal and/or informal rules**

As already indicated, treating regimes as institutions overcomes some of the difficulties connected with alternative perspectives. Therefore, nine regime definitions associated with this perspective constitute the basis on which the final regime definition is elaborated (Cardoso 2001: 126; Collier & Collier 1991: 789; Fishman 1990: 428; Lawson 1993: 187; Macridis 1986: 3; Merkel 1999: 71; Munck 1996: 5-6; O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986: 73[fn. 3]; Plasser et al. 1998: 4-5; Schmitter & Karl 1991: 76). Some other definitions affiliated with the institutional view do not play a prominent role in the concept analysis; either because of a diffuse content (e.g., Mainwaring 1992: 296), or because the concept content – in spite of the common focus on institutions – deviates from the main tendencies in the other definitions as they also include a focus on values, i.e., principles and goals (e.g., Easton 1965: 193).

The institutional view links the concept of regime with institutionalized rules – rules that demand, forbid, or allow certain acts (Ostrom 1986: 5; Rawls 1971: 55) and hereby constitutes a regime – but in spite of this common focus, institutional definitions can be subdivided into two essentially deviating positions. One of these equals the term political regime with pure formal aspects of political rule or, in other words, the formal (written) laws of a country supposed to regulate the overall political rule. This ‘classic’ institutional perspective that exclusively understands institutions as the formal rules collected in particular constitutions
has been highly discredited (Peters 1999: 6-7; Riggs 1990: 207-8) owing to a flagrant and significant flaw connected with analyses of mere formal aspects; such analyses are not very useful if the real political practice does not coincide with the formal rules that officially structure the political game. This point is important because of the pronounced discrepancy often found between formal and informal rules. The existence of regimes characterized by the presence of a formal set of rules without practical impact on political behaviour indicates the importance of not narrowing the concept of regime to include only the formal rules that are explicitly written down in a constitution and other bodies of laws. In an early and influential criticism, Harold Lasswell and Abraham Kaplan stated the necessity of drawing a distinction between the formal and informal political power structure (Lasswell & Kaplan 1950: 208; cf. Riggs, 1990: 207-9).¹

Then again, the lack of correspondence between formal rules and the observed behaviour is not a sufficient reason to completely omit studies of the rules actually respected; especially if the informal rules are widespread and ingrained (O’Donnell 1996: 40). According to Gretchen Helmke and Steven Levitsky, many outcomes that may be of interest to institutionalists are not adequately explained by formal institutional design, and many of the ‘rules of the game’ guiding political behaviour are not found in the formal rules; informal constraints more often shape actors’ incentives in systematic and robust ways (2004: 725-6; cf. Roeder, 1993: 9-13).

There is an obvious need for greater attention towards the actual rules structuring political actions. If social and political actors respond to a mix of formal and informal constraints, then a sound institutional analysis requires scholars to examine both sets of rules. By broadening the scope of institutional analysis to include informal rules, scholars can gain a better

¹ Lasswell and Kaplan, however, exclusively link the regime concept with formal rules, and even though they point out that there are more than one way to classify power structures, their own division is based on the character of the dominant elite (1950: 130, 209) – just like the perspective focusing on a dominant coalition.
understanding of the incentives driving political behaviour. Most new regime definitions have benefited from this insight and, as a consequence, they are outlined inside an institutional perspective taking both formal and (explicit and implicit) informal rules into account. In this way, the concept becomes suited to focus on the real political practise without being forced to just consider a formal set of rules (Riggs 1990: 207-8). Hence, institutions should not be seen as contrasting the informal ways political power at times is accessed and exercised, but rather as different from the concrete outcome of the political process (Munck 1996: 4).

A potential pitfall of the distinction between written and unwritten rules and their joint incorporation in empirical analyses is that scholars risk treating informal institutions as a residual category. In brief, the concept of informal institutions unfortunately has the potential to encompass virtually all behaviour not accounted for by the formal rules, which makes it crucial to distinguish informal institutions from weak institutions. A lot of formal rules have no, or hardly any, impact on the rules being widely circumvented or ignored, but weak formal institutions do not necessarily imply the presence of informal institutions. It is also possible that there are no stable or binding rules, and that politics is characterized by extensively unstructured behaviour (Helmke & Levitsky 2004: 727). In order to avoid treating informal institutions as a residual category, Helmke and Levitsky have argued that “To be considered an informal institution, a behavioural regularity must respond to an established rule or guideline, the violation of which generates some kind of external sanction” (2004: 727), which appears to be a plausible and operational suggestion.

Acceptance

As was evident in the discussion above, the regime concept also covers a behavioural dimension because of the political actors’ undeniable importance. In other words, the actors’ significance has to be emphasized at the same time as we take the many political actions
affected by the structural frame constituted by institutionalized rules into account. The acceptance of institutions as a significant contextual factor forming, limiting and enabling the actions of political actors consequently does not mean that it makes sense to exclude the actors from the analyses. In contrast, the behavioural dimension accentuates that certain rules are only important if they are observed by the actors; due to the fact that the institutional setting is constructed by actors. Moreover, actors have to decide how to structure their choices and interaction according to these rules and, finally, the reproduction of the operative rules continuously depends on the actions taken by the actors (Munck 1998: 6).

To sum up, at least two essential requisites have to be fulfilled before you can talk about institutions, i.e., a substance – the formal and informal rules – and a certain scope of accept. In other words, a regime is not fully institutionalized until the constituting formal and informal rules are known and respected by practically all major political actors (cf. Mainwaring 1992: 296; Merkel 1999: 71; Schmitter & Karl 1991: 76). The distinction between the level of formalization and the level of acceptance (institutionalization) of the rules is presented in a simplified manner in table 1. First and foremost, the highly institutionalized rules should be in the center of attention (cf. the emphasized categories). Even though you might get the impression from the table that political regimes are composed of either formal or informal rules, it is more likely that the effective rules constituting such regimes actually consist of a mixture of both kinds. Hence, the predominance of informal rules concerning one regime aspect does not necessarily exclude the significance of formal institutions in relation to other aspects.

---

2 Thus, it is not (always) sufficient just to look at the governing elites as proposed by O’Donnell and Schmitter (1986: 73[fn. 1]).

3 That is, the process by which formal or informal rules acquire acceptance.

4 Notice, however, that formal and informal institutions are not necessarily conflicting/incompatible. They can also be complementary and “co-exist side by side and mutually reinforce and support each other” or they can be substitutive, i.e., “functionally equivalent to each other” (Lauth 2000: 25).
Table 1: Types of Institutionalization of Political Rule(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of formalization</th>
<th>Level of acceptance</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explicit regime</td>
<td>Explicit situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Implicit regime</td>
<td>Implicit situation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the three remaining (not emphasized) categories, it is not appropriate to speak of political regimes. Regarding the two associated with a medium level of acceptance, political situation has been suggested as an alternative term referring to periods characterized by weakly institutionalized political institutions that, nonetheless, have some regulatory impact on the political behaviour (Linz 1973; cf. Collier & Levitsky 1997: 446-7). This often applies right after a formation of an institutional arrangement. Finally, if the level of acceptance of both formal and informal rules is very low, the result will be a period of predominantly unstructured political behaviour.

Besides the rule dimension and the behavioural dimension, it seems reasonable to consider the regime concept to also comprise an attitudinal dimension, because acceptance can take place on both an attitudinal-normative dimension and a behavioural-practical dimension. It is doubtful, though, whether the attitudinal dimension contributes with any extra explanatory power not provided by the other dimensions (especially the behavioural) as it appears that attitudes towards certain institutions are only important to the extent they affect the behaviour of the actors.

Some researchers advance a pure instrumental view on this topic and argue that the assumption of strategic support exclusively based on self-interest gives a sufficient and plausible basis for evaluating the level of institutionalization (e.g., Przeworski 1991: 19-26). The argument goes that even if a regime lacks legitimacy – a felt sense of approved rightness – (normative) opponents might not actively oppose it if they doubt whether an alternative regime is both desirable and possible. Thus, what matters for the stability of any regime is not
the legitimacy of the particular dominating system but the presence or absence of preferable alternatives. A desirable alternative is really absent for likely regime opponents if they see no way to surmount the (armed) might of the present regime (Cook 2002: 76-7; Skocpol 1979: 32). Political behaviour is regular or irregular in relation to specific political institutions, and if you refrain from disobeying the prescriptions of the institutions your behaviour will be positively associated with the persistence of that pattern (Ake 1975: 273, 277) even if these actors do not see these patterns as legitimate. Consequently, it seems unnecessary to investigate whether the actors feel a normative commitment to the set of rules they respect.

Then again, there are some difficulties connected with an exclusion of a dimension referring to normative commitments towards the existing regime arrangement and its alternatives. The view is rather attractive owing to its simplicity, but the narrow perspective means that the important difference between instances where political actors observe certain rules because of normative commitment or – in contrast – exclusively because of strategic self-interest is obscured. This distinction is central because the latter case, where political actors accept institutions without being normatively committed to them, can lead to a change of the rules constituting the political regime in the near future instead of their continued existence. A risk affiliated with the narrow understanding of acceptance only focusing on behaviour is thus to claim that the rules in question are continuously being institutionalized, even though an impeding change seems more likely.\footnote{In Latin America, the rise of Alberto Fujimori in Peru and Hugo Chávez in Venezuela constitute incisive examples as they observed the regulations of the existing regime when they gained official political power, but soon carried through significant changes of the same rules. Also the sudden change from collective passivity to activity, which in many communist countries led to a sudden breakdown of the former regimes, indicates the need for research on attitudes; if possible.}

Drawing attention to an attitudinal dimension in addition to the behavioural dimension would be the most fruitful way to deal with this problem. Thus it would be possible to capture the dual character of the motivation behind acceptance, i.e., strategy and normative commit-
ment. Institutionalization thus requires that the significant political actors respect a particular set of rules out of strategic reasons and, additionally, that actors normatively rejecting these institutions only play a marginal political role. Along these lines, a shift in power towards the political actors normatively rejecting the existing rules will have a direct impact on the institutionalization of these rules no matter if they strategically pursue their interest observing the existing institutions or not (Munck 1996: 5-6). This is actually the main reason why research on political actors’ normative preferences and their relative importance in connection to the institutionalization of political regimes is of utmost relevance and importance.

**Defining Principles**

Altogether, the core of the regime concept consists of an institutionalized (accepted) set of rules but the relations regulated by the fundamental rules still need a further specification. The regime definitions sharing an institutional foundation are not identical so there is a discrepancy between the principles pointing out the defining properties of different regime types.

It is, however, possible to accentuate a number of common features. Whereas some definitions just emphasize the relationship between the rulers and the ruled (e.g., Collier & Collier 1991: 789; Fishman 1990: 428), a majority of the conceptualizations also cover the relationship between the different parts and functions of the political power center (e.g., Cardoso, 2001: 126; Merkel 1999: 71), which is a very reasonable suggestion. A political regime is thereby designated to be an institutionalized set of fundamental formal and informal rules structuring the interaction in the political power center (horizontal relation) and its relation with the broader society (vertical relation).

---

6 Note the difference from a requisite saying that all significant actors have to be normatively committed to the rules.

7 In one case, the horizontal dimension is not explicitly part of the regime definition but is included in the definition of democracy (O’Donnell & Schmitter, 1986: 8).
Specifying the horizontal relation, there has been a tendency to emphasize the relationship between the legislative, the executive, and the judicative powers (cf. Cardoso 2001: 126; Merkel 1999: 26; Macridis 1986: 5). One of the principles thus corresponds to this convention and concerns the degree and character of horizontal power limitation. Concerning the principles connected with the vertical relation, a more outspoken agreement exists. One of them highlights the method of access to the principal political posts (e.g., Collier & Collier 1991: 789; Merkel 1999: 71; Schmitter & Karl 1991: 76), i.e., the access to political power.\(^8\) Besides shedding light on the power access, the definition should also enlighten the other direction in the interaction between the ruled and the rulers, i.e., the active impact on society exercised on the background of control with political positions.\(^9\) First and foremost, it is important to accentuate the restrictions regulating the execution of political power; the function of the principle named vertical power limitation (e.g., Collier & Collier 1991: 789; Lawson 1993: 187).

Table 2 summarizes the character traits accentuated by the respective regime definitions. Apart from the three principles already mentioned, the table presents a fourth – character of rulers – which has also been identified as part of the regime concept (e.g., O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986: 73[fn. 1]; Munck 1996: 5-6).\(^10\) Especially with regard to non-democratic regimes characterized by rule of the people rather than (also) rule by the people, this last principle enables researchers to discriminate between regime types by calling attention to which (dominant) group the rulers/governors are selected by and/or from, that is, military, priesthood, party, etc.

---

\(^8\) This classificatory principle only has a vertical character under certain regime types, especially democracies, where the access to power is not exclusively elite based.

\(^9\) The omission of this trait among the regime definitions is rather uncertain because, concerning two of them (Munck 1996: 5-6; Schmitter & Karl 1991: 76), it is hard to say whether their principle referring to the rules followed in the making of collective binding decisions is just regards the horizontal relation or also the vertical relation.

\(^10\) Merkel does not include the particular principle in his regime definition, but, on the other hand, he uses it to distinguish between authoritarian subtypes (1999: 38).
Table 2: Defining Principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Access to Power</th>
<th>Vertical Power Constraints</th>
<th>Horizontal Power Constraints</th>
<th>Character of Ruler(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardoso</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collier &amp; Collier</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishman</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawson</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macridis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merkel</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munck</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Donnell &amp; Schmitter</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasser et al.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmitter &amp; Karl</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: X indicates that the regime definition emphasizes the defining principles in question. A bracketed X indicates lack of clarity.

Summing up, political regime designates the institutionalized set of fundamental formal and informal rules identifying the political power holders (character of the possessor(s) of ultimate decisional sovereignty) and it also regulates the appointments to the main political posts (extension and character of political rights) as well as the vertical limitations (extension and character of civil liberties) and horizontal limitations on the exercise of political power (extension and character of division of powers – control and autonomy). These components constitute four distinct defining principles which make it possible – complemented with explorations into political theory – to extract attributes (defining properties). These can subsequently be systematically combined into categories constituting a regime typology. This task will, however, not be elaborated further here.

Excursus on Political System, State, and Government

It has been argued that it is important to distinguish between changes in government, state and regime (Fishman 1990; Lawson 1993). In such terminological clarification, it seems appropriate to set out with a definition of the overarching concept of political system, which naturally
leads us to David Easton’s classical formulations (1965: 21). Even though his definition is widely recognized, it requires minor improvements. In my slightly revised version, the political system is defined as the sum of activity and interaction of the political actors through which values are authoritatively determined and distributed for a society. It thus designates the totality of political life in a society, where state, government, and regime make up some of the core elements.

Regarding a definition of the state, it is not possible to take Easton’s stand as a point of departure. He actually rejects the theoretical usefulness of the concept due to its ambiguity (Easton 1981: 3), but even though the state surely is a very disputed and complex organization, it is not an insurmountable task to provide an overall characterization. Based on similar attempts by Max Weber (1964: 1043) and researchers inspired by him (Skocpol 1979: 29; Rueschemeyer & Evans 1985: 46-7), I define a state as a rather permanent set of public administrative, enforcing, and judging organizations claiming and, generally, possessing a monopoly on the authority to make binding decisions for a specific territory.

Finally, a government is defined as the public organization consisting of the small group of decision-makers who control and coordinate the execution of authoritative political decisions. For that purpose it makes use of the state apparatus (bureaucracy etc.) although it is not a part of it.

After this clarification, it is possible to determine the mutual relationship. Regimes are generally more permanent forms of political organization than governments. While a regime remains more or less the same, different governments can succeed each other since they can exercise power by accepting the rules constituting an established regime and without chang-

---

11 Cf. the distinction between organizations and institutions suggested by Douglass North (1990: 4).
12 Especially parts of the Marxist tradition have – as an alternative to an organizational view – represented a functionalistic view of the state (e.g., Cardoso 2001: 126). This perspective, however, is encumbered with a number of fundamental problems (Skocpol 1994: 36-7; Dunleavy & O’Leary, 1991: 3-4, 254-8).
ing the basic structure of the state. Whereas regimes are often more permanent than governments, states are generally more permanent than regimes, which might change while the state endures (Fishman 1990: 428). The state is distinct from the regime in that the state is the center of political power; regimes are less related to the political power itself than to the way it is structured. In this way, a regime structures the forming and decision-making of governments as well as their execution of state power.

**The Development of Political Regimes**

I may begin by assuming, as a general principle common to all governments, that the portion of the state which desires the permanence of the constitution ought to be stronger than that which desires the reverse (Aristotle 1988: 99[1296b])

Interestingly, but also quite reasonable, the rule dimension of the regime concept together with the behavioural dimension and, though to a lesser extent, the attitudinal dimension constitute components that can help structure the theoretical discussions and empirical investigations on political regimes and their developmental processes. The division of the political regime concept into these dimensions ensures that the crucial relationship between rules and actors is emphasized and the confusion of different aspects is reduced. The concept of political regime, as it is understood and defined in this paper, thus provides a conceptual foundation for the distinction between different regime phases that have played a central role in the study of regime changes – especially in research on democratization.

The transition phase has rather influentially been defined as the interval between one political regime and another in which the political rules of the game have not yet been clearly defined (O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986: 6). According to this definition, a transition begins by rejecting an established political regime and (most likely) ends with the construction of a relatively stable configuration of rules characterizing a new regime. Yet this understanding of
transitions covers three aspects of political regimes; each of them (potentially) constitutes a topic for separate analyses. Firstly, it would be profitable if researchers would distinguish between the shift from an established regime and the shift to a new regime (Rustow 1970; Munck & Leff 1997: 34; Munck 1998: 223[fn. 35]), where the last process (installation phase) focuses on the actors’ designation of a new set of rules, while the first (transition phase) concerns the abandonment of existing rules. The third aspect – the new set of rules in itself – comes to light through a distinction between the process of installation and its outcome.

Accordingly, the subsequent operational phase is defined as the institutionalization process which begins with the (at least) partial agreement on a new set of rules by the governing elites and ends when this institutional arrangement is no longer operative (cf. Munck, 1998: 11-7). In contrast to other researchers, who only refer to a consolidation phase which is completed when a regime is considered stable (the only game in town) (e.g., Linz & Stepan, 1996: 5-7; Diamond, 1999: 65-9), the operational phase thus covers the enduring process of institutionalization and deinstitutionalization including both stable and unstable political orders, respectively characterized by a high and low acceptance of the defining properties that constitute a particular political regime. The operational phase is thus predominantly connected with one key aspect: the actors’ acceptance or rejection (challenge) of the institutional setup designated in the installation process. The scope of this acceptance can – based on the above discussion – be subdivided into an attitudinal and behavioural part as it already has been done in several studies of consolidation processes in countries embarking upon democratization (e.g., Diamond 1999: 65-9; Plasser et al. 1998: 8-9).13

It is, in this way, possible to divide the developments of regimes into different, but potentially overlapping, phases based on the relationship between political actors and institu-

13 Even though Juan Linz and Alfred Stepan add a third constitutional dimension to the attitudinal and behavioural (1996: 6), this is just concerned with the habitual resolution of conflicts within the given specific laws, procedures, and institutions already covered by the behavioural dimension.
tionalized rules. In the light of the discussion above, the three phases are connected with different key analytical aspects as shown in table 3.

**Table 3: Analytical Focus in Different Regime Phases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Installation</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Rejection of Rules</td>
<td>Designation of Rules</td>
<td>Acceptance of Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Type</td>
<td>Set of Rules</td>
<td>Regime Type/Subtype</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though the analytical framework to a large extent builds upon insights provided by studies of democracies and democratization processes, there seems to be no compelling reason to believe that it cannot be used in connection with all sorts of regime developments since, basically, the same regime concept constitutes the foundation of all the different regime types.

In connection to the reflections advanced, figure 3.1 illustrates the (potential) phases and conditions related to the development of political regimes. Building on previous attempts with a somewhat similar intention (Morlino 1998: 18-22; Munck 1998: chap. 1; Svensson 1986), it demonstrates that a transition phase is generally followed by an attempt to install a new political regime. This could, for example, be the drawing up of a constitution or other formal regulations and/or the formation of new – or empowerment of already present – explicit or implicit norms. If, or more likely when, this period ends, these rules have achieved at least partial acceptance. This installation phase is then succeeded by an operational phase. Depending on the successfulness of the institutionalization process, this phase can be characterized by either the establishment of a consolidated (widely accepted) political regime, an incomplete partial institutionalization (situation), or a crisis – the contrast to consolidation.\(^\text{14}\)

---

\(^\text{14}\) Even though crisis, situation, and consolidation, according to the figure, appear to be a tripartition, I use the concepts as indicators of positions on a continuum, i.e., a matter of degree, in that they express different levels of acceptance. By looking at the level of acceptance, it is possible to describe the political condition in a particular
In this context, crisis just means that a large part of the most significant political actors question or reject the institutional arrangement\textsuperscript{15} as a result of major structural challenges, conviction, or self-interest. Thus a crisis is reached when the regime becomes threatened, i.e., when non-acceptance or the imminent expectation of non-acceptance of the rules constituting a particular political regime becomes prominent (cf. Flanagan 1975: 55).

Should the new rules not achieve a sufficient level of acceptance, it may – shortly after the completion of an installation phase – result in such a crisis. Most radically, the low recognition of the regime can lead to a transition implying a rejection of the set rules, which constitute the defining properties of the regime, and the installation of yet another regime. Such a change in the regime can be identified relatively straightforward if the regime definition refers to a significant change of the political institutions along one or more of the constituting dimensions.

An alteration, which is a less dramatic answer to a crisis, is characterized by changes that do not concern the defining properties of the regime (on a high level of abstraction) to an

\textsuperscript{15} These actors are most likely domestic, but the latest political developments in Afghanistan and Iraq underline that researchers also have to observe the potential impact of external actors.
extent implying that it is no longer the same kind of regime.\textsuperscript{16} To continue a crisis without notable changes is not a very likely condition because of the intense pressures. On the other hand, an enhanced (re)institutionalization of the institutional setup is also a possible outcome.\textsuperscript{17}

If the governing elites are only partially successful in institutionalizing their grip on power, we have a situation; the process of regime building is incomplete because, even though most of the dominant actors accept the institutions, some of them, nonetheless, display an orientation of principled opposition. In this case, the character of the regime is not in doubt. At issue is rather that all relevant actors accept the proposed rules (Munck 1998: 16, 222[fn. 32]). A political situation can endure for a long time, but an increased or decreased acceptance can lead to consolidation and crisis respectively.

If the governing elites are successful in institutionalizing a set of rules, the process of regime formation is completed. Only such an outcome constitutes the successful foundation of a new political regime, and a continued successful reproduction of institutions means the persistence of a consolidated regime. No changes will take place in the basic principles of the regime, but minor adjustments will inevitably occur (Munck 1998: 16, 222[fn. 29]). A deinstitutionalization, on the other hand, can turn the consolidated regime into a condition of a political situation and perhaps, later on, an outright crisis.

\section*{Conclusion}

Definitions are deliberately nothing but tautological statements. They are just starting points for explanations and are not explanations in themselves. Consequently, the value of a particul-

\textsuperscript{16} Such changes concern properties affiliated with a lower level of abstraction (e.g., a change in the type of government).

\textsuperscript{17} In this way, institutionalization can be a case reconsolidation if the regime was previously highly institutionalized.
lar definition depends on its acceptability to the scientific community and the extent to which it is useful in the research on political phenomena; theoretical as well as empirical. This paper has been concerned with the elaboration of a conceptual framework – a necessary step prior to the development of specific theories and the deduction of hypotheses. It identified what should be regarded central, peripheral, and distinct regarding political regime and affiliated concepts and rejected several alternative perspectives.

The political-institutional view offered clear advantages in comparison with its alternatives, especially because it recognizes that most political actions take place within the limits of pre-established institutional rules. It is important to focus on institutions because they function as a key contextual factor shaping and constraining political behaviour, but, on the other hand, the actors in themselves, who both build the institutional rules and choose to pattern their behaviour according to them, should not be neglected. Consequently, the complex connection between actors, their choices, and the resulting rules are all essential elements to be dealt with in research on political regimes and their development besides the structural conditions affecting the political processes.

On this background, a regime definition, which emphasizes institutionalized formal and informal rules regulating the relationship between the rulers and the ruled, was elaborated. It points out four defining principles – character of rulers, access to power, vertical power limitations, and horizontal power limitations – that signify core aspects of political regimes that can help to systematize further conceptual analyses as well as empirical studies. Moreover, the suggested political-institutional perspective enables researchers to draw a distinction between three crucial dimensions (the rule dimension, the behavioural dimension, and the attitudinal dimension) as well as different phases (transition, installation, and operation) and outcomes. Even though they, at least to some extent, have already been used to structure
research on regime development, there is still much to gain by utilizing these analytical distinctions more systematically and explicit in theoretical reflections and empirical examinations.

The next step would naturally be to link the defined concepts – political regime, transition, etc. – with other central concepts and bond them with more specific actor assumptions. In this manner, empirically testable models can be established based on theoretical reflections by using these concepts as explanatory or outcome variables. A complete conceptual and analytical framework for the analysis of political regimes and their development has not been provided but, on the other hand, some elucidation have been achieved and, at this stage, additional adjustments should rather be gained through empirical applications than pure concept analysis.
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